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V iNFER N OF HIGH DIMENSIONAL GRAMMARS

LEVELW. Laftyerte. Indiana 47907

U.& A.

ABSIRACI

Inference of high-dimensional grammars such as tree grammars and
web rammars Ii discussed. The k-tail inference procedure for finite-state
grammars Is extended to the case of regular tree grammars. The behavior of
the k.tpII procedure with variable values of k is studied. The derivation
diagram of context-free web languages Is introduced. A “semantic teacher”
Is used for the Inference of web grammars. Application examples in picture
and scene analysis are presented.
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01st. AV A IL and/w S?E~ AL *~ ft~~~~~~~ $~~’ ~~~~~~~~~ (Tree Gr.mm&r)

~~~~ *J~~*~~~~ (Web Grammar) • ~ A $ J ~*~~ (Finite-State Gra-
mmar) Zk~~ (k-tail) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ‘

m~~*iz~*~~ (Contest-Tree Web Langu-
age) ~~~~~~~~ o ‘WA ~~~~~ Z~ t1k4 (Semantic
teacher) ‘*A ftM~~~~~~~~~~~W~~~~~~~~J2M~~

INTRODUCTION In (1—3), inference of nonstochastic and
stochastic string grammars was surveyed and a

The use of formal linguistics In modeling heuristic Inference procedure for tree grammars was
natural and programming languages and describing proposed In (4). , 

in this paper, the k-tail pre-
physical patterns and data structures has recently sented . An Inference procedure for transition
received Increasing attention. Grammar or syntax network grammars was proposed In (4). in this
rules are enipioyed to describe the syntax of languages paper, the k-tail Inferen ce procedure for finite-state
or the structural relations of patterns or data. In grammar (5) Is extended to the case of regular tree
order to model a language or to describe a class of grammars. The behavior of the k-tall tree grammar
patterns or data structures under judy more realis. Inference method for varying values of k Is studied .
ticaily, It Is hoped that the grammar used can be A web grammar interpretation of Winston ’s ructure
directly Inferred from a set of sample sentences or a learning Is discussed and .an Inference procedure for
set of ample patterns (or data). Grammatical context-free web grammars Is saggeeted .
Inference Is the problem of learnIng a gzan~~ r based
on a set of ample sentences. PossUM appll- K-TAIL INFERENCE MEI1IOD FOR REGUlAR
catlons of grammatical Inference Made areas of TREE GRAIOIARS
pattern recognition, Information tstrleval, pro-
granui~ lg language des~ n, trandatlon thd coenpIting, The k-tall Inference method for finite *ate
graphics languages, fl%~C~%jfl5 comnanlcation , and drki$ pamnars requires an Integer parameter k as
artificial kntell%ence. input a)asg wIth the presentation of (positive)
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r
training samples (5). Sublenguages S~ are created Is not
where • necessarily always the same tree nor is It

‘ 

S~~~~,Qwx lsastrIng ln the (positlve)tra1nIng the same tree as i1 inCti .)
set and -

I * ~ k Ctm ((T~ ,~2 , -  - .Tm) I tT113 - -
isa tree In the training set andI x I Is the length of x. Equivalent SW sets are then 1TQI ~ k for Q - 1,2, - . - mJcombined to form the jth sublanguage. A rule,

A1 -~~ tAj Is produced If there is a string w such that Thus, C~ Is a collection of tuples of trees and C~1
SW Is the jth sublanguage and Slut Is the j th sub- Is a collection of i-tuples of trees where I Is a fixed ,
language. The rule Aj -+ t Is produced If there Is a specified integer.
m11ngwsuch that S~~is the 1th sub1anguage and wt Each of these collections defines all of the
Is In the training sample. For strings, the exactness 1-tuples of k-tall trees that are in the training set with
of the gramnser produced for any given tra ining set root attached to the tree, t , at its special frontierI can be adjusted by varying k from 0 up to the node. The collections are separated In this way
length of the longest string in the training set. The because an 1-tup le and a j-tuple where l *j  cannot
Inferred languages vary correspondingly from some- be generated by the same ntIs. Thus, we will now
thing close to the universal language to the pie- demonstrate the procedure that should be applied
sentatlon itself. Thus, any method restricted to k I to each of the subcollections.
will Infer grammars which generate languages which
are very ”loose”In their flt of the sample set. Step 3

It Is possible to extend the k-tall method far The next step is one which is not necemery
finite-state string grammars to regular tree grammars. In the case of strings. It Is necessary here because
The method Is as follows: a node can have several descendants and it may be

that only certain ordered combinations of des-
Step 1. Fonn the following collection: condants are allowed . Thus , each subcollection of

C~ [ (T g.T~,.. - ?m ) J t T z T2. .i~ 
1-tup les of trees, C~ , must be further divided Into
subcoflections of 1-tup les, each of which can be

Is a tree In the t raining set expressed as the cartesian product of I sets of trees.
Thus, C~1 may be written :and I i~I ‘~~~ k for Q = 1 ,2, .  . . m )

I
where Cft =C~11 UC~ 2 U ... UC~~

t isa tree with a single special frontier node. where
1i ~~~~ - - Tm are any trees that can occur in C~1J = ((Ti ,T2 , .  . - r1) fri € Sj~ 12 C Sj2~ - -
posItions 1 ,2, .  - m. or
ti’1?2 . . T ~~1s the tr ee fornied by concatenat Ing Ctij ~~~~~~~~~ Tj )j (T~,T~ , . .  .lm)ESji X

at the ~~ position of the special frontier node Sj 2 X . - . X Sj j )
ot t ,

Is the del th of + 1 That Is, each C111 is characterized by I sets, S1Q,m Is the number of descendants of t and Is not
fixed to any particular integer. (Q = 1 ,2, - .  - I), of trees from which the Qth member

of an I-tup le must be selected . These Sj~ 
sets are

Note that t , the empty tree , is possibly a member of sublanguages of trees and may be regarded as a set
c~. of trees generated by a part icular nonterminal of

the tree grammar. The difficult part of this step
Step 2. Is to fin d those sets S~ which efficiently characterize

The collection C~ of tup les of tree s can be the C~j . First of all, the resulting grouping is not
partit ioned Into subcollectlons of m-tup les where m unique . One possible grouping would be that in
Is a fized integer for all elements of each subcollec- which each has one element . This would not
don, be a good choice because each C1~j will result In a

c1 a ~~ u Ct! U- .. uc~ grammar rule. Thus, this choice would result In a

• wh ere large nwnber of rules. Since there are a fInite number
x (e  j if t Is is the training set, otherwise of elements In Cti, there are a finIte number of

c~ -o groupings and each of these can be tried. It is not
necessaiy that the C~j be dIsjoInted. A psrtioslar

C~1 - (Ø’~) I ti’1 Is a tree In the traIning set and grouping would be opthnum If It Introduced a
h?1 I~~ kJ minimum number of new SjQ subknIuagea.

Now the rules for the grammar can be cons-C~2 ((ri ~“~) It~ r2 isa tree In the training t 
tructed. Equivalent 5j~ sublanguages are combined

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (Note here and a nontermlnal M aas~ned cortsspondlng to each
that the subscript indicates the distinct sublanguage. Now a rule A1Q -~x A~1 A~~ - . -

7 ~~ posi4saa tree Occupies and that f~ çu ~~~~~ Is produced If there su res t nick tint:
—a-- ~~~~ ‘—

~ . 1

_ _ _ _  —
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‘ 1. Aj~ Is the nontermlnal corresponding to the Let a a e (the empty tree)
sublangu~~e Sj~

. Then C~
a (~J

2. There exists a Ctij that contains the sub- Let 3 $
language sj~ In the Qth position of Its Then C(3 ((b,b)J (from sample I)
specification . Let ya $ (the underline denotes where the

3. tx ls a tree with xco~catenat ed at the £th
l bposition oft. (ii - - . v~) are concatenated)4. There exists a ~~~~~ which Is specified by Then C y a (e4 b,b,)j (from samples I & 2, respec-the sublanguages Sn1 Sn2~ - ‘Snm- tIvely)5. ~~~~~~~ . - A~m are the nonternunals cor- Let ~ = $responding to the Sn~ $fl2’- - - Scm

sublanguages , respectively.
6. Either * Isatre e in sjQ whereae S02, Then C5= (e,(b ,b)J (from sample 1 &3 , respectively)

Let pa $
(3eSnj , . . . X eSnm orIi~~) 1> k. A

b b

A rule AjQ -~~ x is produced If conditions 1 , 2 ~~~ ~ ~ b
above are atlsfled and tx Is In the training set. Then Cp = [C, (b ,b)J (from saples 2 & 5)

To Illustrate consider the following example: Let ~ =

Exaseple l: b b
ConsIder the followIng regular tree gramma : /\(1) S-+ $ (3) B-’b 

.~~ 
b

Then C~1 = (€1 (from sample 8)
Let 0= $A /\(2) B

,,\ A B b b
B B (4) A— p a

(5) B— p b

The training set Is the following: Then C0 [(a ,b)J (from sample 8)
Let ) a  $

(3) $ / \(1) 

b ”
~
”b 

(2) 

b”~
”b /“b 

b

A
b b b

l b) $ (6) $ Then C~ — (ej (from sample 8)(4) 

,,3s\ 
(5 

b”\ Let ~ i 
a $

~\ (~
\
b
,(\ 

b”\ /\
b b”~ 

a b
b /\

A 
a b~7) /\ b 

(8) (9) 
Then — [e, (b,b)J (from samples 8 ~ 9)

Step 2:
b a b a CaaC,~~a*/\ / \ / \ Cpa Cp~b b b b s b

b”\ 
C~ - C.~o UC~~ where C~~ a (~J and C 12 a

[(b,b)J
Now assume k — I and construct tin grammar as
Inilows: C5 = C60 Ue62where c~ = (eJ and C52 a

((b,b)J
Step I: Cp C ,0 UC~~2 where c~ a faI and Cp2a

(Note: Greek letters are used here to specify
the distinct trees which were all represented by t In  (0’~ )1
the explanation above.) ~~~~ - [eJ

— “ - ~~~~• - -~~~——~~ -~~ -• -~~ -—~~~~- -- .~~~~~-- - - - ~~
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[(a ,b)~ 1st posItion.
t 4. C721 is specified by the sublanguages (bJC1A = C~ 0 UC~ where C~o = [CI and C~ 2

a 
and [bJ , respectively.

((b,b)J 5. B and B are the nontenninals corresponding
to [bj and (bJ .

Step 3: Also B - b  because
C~~

=C
~~l~~~ / fs ln the tralnlng set.

Cp2 =Cp21 IO’i~rs ) IT i eB~Ts €B) b b
where B Is the sublanguage of trees - (bJ Now consider the relatIon 0- yab

= C~~i = (CI This yIelds the rule:
B~~~~~C72 Cp21

a ((r 1,r2) f r1 CB , T2 CB)
C~ 0 =C g01 a [ 6J A B

C62 = C521 — [(r e ,Ti) lT, Ce, ,2 € B) Because 1. B is the nonterminal corresponding to [bJ .
2. C721 has [bi in Its 1st posItion.

C60 = [€1 3. Oa yab isa tree wIth b concatenated In its
C52 =C 521=[(i1,r2) i1 eB , r2 eB J 2nd posItion .

= ~~~. C021 Is specified by the sublanguages lal
and [bJ , respectively.

C02 = C021 [(T1,T2) fr 1 € A, 12 ER) 5. A and B are the nonterminals con es-
where A Is the sublanguage of trees a(aJ pondlng to [a) and [bI , respectively.

The relation A Oab yieldsC~0 = (eJ
A - ~’ a

= (El
because A is In the trainIng set.CM2 = C~~1= ((i-i ,Ti)ITi € B, T~ € B) Now notice that the nonterm inal E does not appear

Now the nontermlnals and their equivalent sub- on the left-hand side of any rule and can be
languages are enumerat ed ~nored. This is because It corresponds to the

sublanguages, [eJ , which means the tree has ten-
Nontermlnai Sublaniussee mlnated without further descendants.

S Further , tests with subtrees from the t raining
A (a) set will show that all the rules have now been found .
B LW The entire production set Is shown below:
E S-+ $ B - + bNow the grammar rules can be constructed:

From the relation (3 a $: BAB A~~~B
S - ~’ $

B 9 b  A - + a
B B  /\

B BNote:
1. S Is the nonte rmina l corresponding to the

B - ’ bsublanguage, ~ -1
2. C~~~1 has the sublanguage ~ concatenated Note that this grammar generates all of the samples

at Its 1st position. (i.e., the te are no t rees of in the training set and in fact generates a language
depth 0 in the training ~~ 

larger than the real one. For example , this grammar
3. (3a  ~d Is a tree with $ concatenated In the would generate the following trees which are not in

1st posItion, the real langua ge:
4. Cp Is specified by the sublangusges [bJ $ $ $

siJlbJ , respectlvely. /\
5. B and B are the nonte rmln als corresponding b b b’~ 

‘
\ b

#”%
b

to (bJ and (b) /\ /\ A /\
From the relation y flb: a b a b a b a b

B Similarly, for k 2 , we have the Inferred production set

B B S - $
Note: /\

I.  B is the nonterminal corresponding to the B B
sublangusge, (bJ .

2. Cp21 has (bu n the Ist posItIon (at depth 2). B -~~ b B
3 . ya ~~slsa t ree withbconcstsnated In the 

l B A  C
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~~ a sIdered . A brief review of the deriv at ion diagram
of web grammars (10) will be required to supp ort

C -+ b this discussion.
A

A B 1. The Derivation Diagram of Contex t-Free Web
Grammars

The language generated by this grammar is exactly
that generated by the true grammar. Study of the context-free class of web languages
For kaS, we have the product ion set reveals that many of the formal language properties

$ of str ing language also hold for the corresponding

/
~S
\ 

web languages. One example is the existence for
context-free web grammars of a structure similarE B C C to a derivation tree for context-free string grammars

E -+ b C ‘-
~~ b (10). The definit ion of this structure , called a

derivation diagram Is now given and an example is

C C B B given in Flgure l.
A new , unique relation called the direct des-

cendant relation is Introduced . For a pa of nodesE - ~ b D - b
jt\ (n 1, n2) connected by this relation , n2 is called

the direct descendant of n 1. n 1 Is called the direct
A D  A C ancestor of n 2. A node n~ is called a descendant

C -* b E -~ b of n 1 if there is a sequence n I...nk such that iij+~is a direct descendant of n~. n 1 Is called an ancestorA a  B - p b of n~.
The language generated by this grammar is exactly
the training set. Definition 1:

The tree grammar inference methods of Bhar- D, a web , is a derivation diagram for a context-
gave and Fu (6) and Gonzalez and Thomason (7) free web grammar G ( V N,VT,P,S) if:
are similar in that they both assume recursi veness (1) There Is one node called the root with no
whenever there is the slightest evidence of It. It Is ancestors whose label is S, the start
in this sense that they are similar to the k tail symbol of G.
method with k—I . In the k-tall method , when k— I , (2) All other nodes have exactly one direct
the “loosest” nontrivial grammar is produced . In ancestor and every node is a descendant
many cases, this wIll be the same gra mmar as pro- of the root.
duced by both methods . The k-tail method will (3) Every node has a label which is a symbol
produce more satisfactory grammars when k >  I in Vp,~.
and whe n the trai n ing set Is of adequate sIze . (4) If a node n has at least one descendant

and has label A, then A must be in VN.
AN INFERENC E PROCEDURE FOR WEB (5) If nodes n 1,n2, - - , n~ are the direct des-

- cendants of node ii with labels A 1,A2,GRAMMARS ,Ak respectively, A —~ (3 must be a pro-
duction ofPof G where Nrn i ,n2 , .  .

In his work on language identif Ication in the and the A1 is the label of the node ri1 In
limit , Gold (8) noted the importance of correctly (3, 1=1, . .  - , k.
ordering the information sequence . Most other (6) n1 and are connected by relation r if
grammatical inference researchers have also noted and only If
this importance. An interest ing demonst ration of a) one is the direct descendant of the
the need to carefully select the training sequence Is other and r is the direct descendent
the work by Winston (9). The purp ose of the work relation or
was to develop a system which could learn structural b) n1 and nj are both direct descendants
descriptions of scenes by analyzing specially selected of A,A —‘(3 Isa rule in P
examples. This work Is now formalized and related
to the gramma r Inference problem. A1 r A.and ~ —‘ -is

The basic Idea will be to correlate the deriva- n1 nj
tlon diagram of a web grammar with the semantic a subweb of (lot
net used by WInston. They by following the steps c) nj and some node nk are connected
used by Winston on the semantic net sad finding by relation r and nj is the direct
equivalent steps for the derivation diagram, the A
method can be translated Into web grammar tar. descendant of ~~through the rule A-~
misology. The result will be a grammatical Inference a rule in P and the r between n1 ~nd
procedure (or web gramnisn which can be applied n~ results from the embedding mapping
more genersHy than in the specific block world con- ~ of A.

-
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8 There are two kinds of subdlagrams which are with ill of the edges of the derivation diagram
of Interest. The first, called the skdeton of the between nodes of C Is called a section. Naturally,
derivation diagram, Is obtained by keeping all nodes only those edges are kept which are connected to
and all direct descendant relations and erasing all two nodes which are both kept. A section, illus-
other relations. The result shown In FIgure 1(c) trated In FIgure 1(d), nicely illustrates the basic
nicely illustrated the basic structure Qf the dechu- structure of souentiuJ fo rms.
tknL -

The second subdiagram of interest Is called a 2. Interpretation of Winston’s System
~~tlon. If in1 Is a frontier node of the skeleton
(Le., has no descendants), let n0, .  - - ,mj be a path An example of the type of scene Winston ’s
to in1 from the root node, n0 along only descendant system analyzes is shown In FIgure 2. The sequence
edges. Let m1 ,m3, - . . ,m~ be all of the frontier of examples Winston found necessary to train the
nodes Then a set C of nodes of the derivat ion system Is shown In FIgure 3. Notice that Winston ’s
diagram Is s crosecut set l fCf l (n0, . .  . ,mjj Isasing- method uses negative samples in the form of “near
leton for all I i~~l ‘~~k. A crosacut set , C, together misses” as shown in scene 2 and scene 3. The des-

S — s ta r t  symbo l
S A f B A — A r c h

( 1) ~ 
S B — b l o c k

P — p il l ar
C — cross bar

(2) 
_ _ _  

F— f r o n t

f ln f ront of
u . u n d e r

(~
) 

>P 
u gf~
’ ’

~~~~~~~~ 

1 — left of

(I’)

(a)

S ( I )  S (2) (5) S

A
,/ \

A F f ’~~ A / f ~~~~B / F

P,SU
~~~

’
Ir
’ ,/ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Skeleton

.~/ j C \ P  F\ ~~~~\T
” .’,l (d)

(c)
P~.is 1. A ~~~~~en DI.~~sm 



• _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  structural descriptions. To learn an individual rule
A in a web grammar, the system must be able to learn

• ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ semantic concepts which give “meaning” to the

the most general description possible for each object
most general description possible for each object
on the right-hand side. Aanunlng the form of the

____ ___ 
rule is known (this Is generally learned from the
first sample), then learning the exact rule becomes

F1 u,. 2 An E1,auW. of m Arch a matter of finding how much each object may be
generalized. In this case, the original description

cription that Is finally learned is shown In FIgure 4. of ARCH might contain the objects A, B, and C;
It Is assumed that all of the concepts Illustrated that Is, an exact descrIption of this particular scene.
(except ARCH) have already been learned. Each This description would be of little general use
sample in the training sequence Is constructed so because no slightly different arch could be Identified.
that It has only one difference from the already Even the appropriate pane of this scene is not known
learned description . Scene 2 illustrates that the because grammars describ ing it might be ambiguous.
supports of the arch must not abut. Scene 3 Illus- In a general formalism an object like A is
trates that A must be supported by B and C. Scene described by properties like orientation and shape .
4 illustrates that a more general object than a BRICK These properties allow successive generalization to
may be used as a top. . occur according to what values of a particular pro-

The description In FIgure 4 can be interpreted peTty are Important . The structure which describes
as a hierarchical graph model and as a der ivation and systematizes the genera lization process is called
diagram of a web grammar. As such, It can be the property lattice.
converted to a web grammar. Some of the rules of
this vammar are shown In FIgure 5. These ru les DofIsillion 2:
are created from Figure Sby generatlng a rule when A set of elements C—[c 1,c3 , . .  . J  is sald to
a relationshi p such as “*—klnd of” or “one-part-Is” be p ectiislly order&1 (hierarchical) If there exists
Is encountered In the diagram. Thus, the grammar a relat ion (<) deThied on the elements of C which g:
will have a derivation diagram similar to FIgure 4. (1) ReflexIve : c c.
In thIs case, the system Is learn ing one rule. That (2) Antisymmetrlc:
Is, It Is trying to find the predicate which describes c1 ~~c3 and c3 ~ c1 impllesc3 =c2 ;
the right side of rule (1). If this predicate can be (3) TransItive:
learned , It can then be used to analyze higher order c1 <C2 and c2 <C3 implies c1 <C3.
pattern s containing it. If C ha a partially ordered set and X is any

Mony lmportant nonterm lna lsinaweb $ramflsar subset of C, then aeO i sa  lower bound of X I fs
wlll not occur ln recursive rules. These nonterminals <xfor all xeX andaIsan upper bound o f X i f x< a
will be important because they represent Important for all xeX. A lower bound b of X is called the
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• ~reatest lower bound (gi.b.) of X if for every a tha t Glvon the Grammon :
is a lower bound of X, a <b. Similarly, an upper
bound d of X Is called the least upper bound if for 

(~~~~flSM) — aRICK)• every e t hat is an upper bound of X, d <e.  A
partially ordered set of c in which any two elements ~~~~~~~~~ — ( L Y I N G )

have a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound (BRI CK I —~~~ (LYING BRICK)

is called a lattice. (e nicic ) —~~~ (STANDING BRICK )

In the case of concept lea~ ~ag here, the (LYING ) ~~
_  (LYING BRICK)

elements of C are called concepts and consist of (LYING) -~~~~~~ (LYING TRIA PRISM )

subsets of samples conta ining certain property values.
The partial order relation considered is set inclus ion. (ANY PRISM)

The purp ose of the learnIng procedure will be to
find that concept which contains all of the sam-
ples showing allowed property values and none of 

(BRICK) (LYING )
the samples having disallowed property values. The

be as follows: 
be used in learning a concept will

(1) 
given, then all lower bounds of the 

ar~ (STANoIN&!
~~~~~

) (LYIN G

\

BR ICK ) (L Y I N G  TRIA

in the lattice are allowed as the possible
concept . The least upper bound of the
set and all its lower bounds are also
allowed. Fi ur. 6. A Lattic e Constru ct.d From A Grammar

(2) Whenever a set of negative samples are
given , then all upper bounds of the set and (LYI NG TRI A PRISM) must be given. To
in the lattice are disallowed as the possible generalIze only to (BRICK) or (LYING), all three
concept. The greatest lower bound of samples (2 posItive and I negative) must be given.
the set and all its upper bounds are also To generalize to (STANDI NG BRICK) only, two

• dlallowed . sample s must be given.
(3) Whenever a new positive sample Is given , Thus, by using the grammatlca ly formal ism

thea the new allowed part of the lattice for tower order concepts, such as (PRI SM), a more
is the set of all lower bounds of the least efficient lattice structure can be set up. If this
upper bound of the new example and latti ce is big enough , there is less necessity for a
the previously learned least upper bound. “near miss” to be so near because samples which

(4) Whenever a new negative sample is given, are more dIfferent will still have a least upper bound
then the new disallowed part of the lattice and greatest lower bound in the lattice. This lattice
Is the set of all upper bounds of the structure can help in the selection of proper training
greatest lower bound of the new example samp les for higher order concepts such as (ARCH).
and the previously learned greatest lower
bound.

(5) When all of the points in the lattice are 3. An Inferen ce Proced ure
either allowed or disa llowed , the correct
concept is the least upper bound of the In terms of formal gtammatical inference ,
allowed part of the lattice and Is said Winston ’s procedure, as just formalized , can be

• to have been learned , stated as follows:
The purp ose of this study will be to see how (I) Assume that a given set of properties and

the lattice can help in selecting a good training set pred icate forms are known to be appropriate
and to see how grammars can help In sett ing up the from a priori information about the applica-
lattice. In many practical cases, prop erties are tion.
neither all Independent nor all dependent. In these (2) Given a sample, get all possible parses of It
caat ’s, th~ property lattice Is more nouniform. For t with these forms and arrange the parse non-
tunate ly, the property lattIce can be constructed tc ’minals in a property lattice.
from the grammar If the grammar Is In the rIght (3) Then , by giving a sequence of approp riate
form as is shown In FIgure 6. Note in this cue that positive and negative samples , and using least
a (STANDING TRIANGULAR PRISM) is not allowed upper and greatest lower bound operations
by the granvnar so the higher order concepts In the lattice, converge to the correct parse
(STANDING) and (TRI ANGULAR PRISM) are also common to all positive samples and Including
not present. How, the number and selection of no negative samples.
samples necessary to learn a concept In this lattice (4) Construct the grammar rule reflecting this parse .
can be iuvestipted. To generalize to the concept An example of applying th is procedure to a
(PRISM), 2 positIve samples (STANDING BRICK) Winston-like problem is now given.



P
• Example 2:
• Assume we a c  given a problem in which tile

only objects are rectangular prIsms and the only pro-
perties detectable are size, shape, and color . Fur-
thermore, assume that green cubes do not exist. A
lattice Illustrating these properties Is shown In
FIgure 7. The objects , properties, and relations are
summarized below in Table I .

Tab~ 1 Oblsets. Prc srths , and Relat ions for Eisn~ls 2
_____________________________________________ FI ure I. An Exampi. o f .  Pyr.,t’id

Object P~opert1es Values Relations
Pr,’..”

1.1 d 01Pr isms Smaller Larger-smaller
Shape Cube Sam. color

Rectangular

RCCIaJIgUleI Size Larger Supported by

Prism
Color Rod

Green •~~ 0 CO)0~

We now wish to learn the concept of a pyramid. 
0’

Figir. 9 P.m of P 1gev. 8
For illustrative purp oses it is assumed that a legal
pyramid can have cubes or rectangular prisms but
supp orting objects can only be red In color. That of positive and negative samp~es, flu teacher mu~t
is only the top object can be green. To being, a illustrate the most general object or relation which
positIve sample of a pyramid (shown in Figure 8) Is allowed in each position . This ~xample will con-
is presented and the pattern is parsed . The parse or centrate just on the objects and for the moment
derivation diagram or semantic net resulting Is shown lgiiore the fact that the relations must be learned

- In FIgure 9~ also. The supporting object s hi the pyramid can be
Now, by present ing an appropr iate ‘sequcene any shape but must be red. This is illustrated by

the (00,01) entry In the lattice . This can be
0’ Ject Latt ice ilh4strated by three sau’.F l~s: 00 and 01 as po~ tive

P — (P1 . P2) sa’np~es and i i  as a negative s.’rnpk’ . The top
object can be green. Since a cube cannot be green ,

P 1 — COLOR , 0 — R ED , 1 — GRE E N this is illustrated by the (00, 01, 11) entry in the
lattice . This state In the lattice can be learnedP2 — SHA PE , 0 — CUBE , I — RECTANGLE
by presenti ng 00, 01, and 11 as posit ive samples.
Thus, for each in divIdual object , three samples must
be given. But , since these can occur in various
combinations wtth the other objects , a tota l of 27

(O0,nI I I )  combinations must be presented to completely learn
the definition of the pyramid. The samples are
shown in Figure 10. Note that if the objects can
be considered independent only seven samples need
to be given. These sample. are shown with aster isk~
In Figure 10.

The derivation diagram which is finally learned
(00 01) (0’ I I )  Is shown In Figure I l .  The granunar rule learned is

extracted from this diagram by putt ing the ancestor
of the “One-part-Is” relation on the left-hand side
and the descendants or the right-hand side. This
rule is shown In FIgure 12. The embedding of’ th is

(00) (01) nile is somewhat arbitrary.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this

example. First , If there are several properties Involved
and these properties take on several values and It is
necesuiy to learn a pattern contain ing several object s,
then many samples must be used In training unless

4 some heuristic assumption Is made. Second, If one
,i ats p iattins far ~~ 

pert of the pattern can be assumed Indepedent of

I-- - - — — - - -•----— - ---•---- -- -----•- - — • ~ ~~~-• __.14
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bility to real-world problem s. A proposal for Inferring
‘ : Infevence (or the “goodness of fit”) and the applica.

web grammar from pictorial patterns can be found
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